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Abstract
Let T be a strongly minimal theory with quantier elimination. We show that the class of
existentially closed models of T [ f\ is an automorphism"g is an elementary class if and only
if T has the denable multiplicity property, as long as T is a nite cover of a strongly minimal
theory which does have the denable multiplicity property. We obtain cleaner results working
with several automorphisms, and prove: the class of existentially closed models of T [ f\i is
an automorphism": i=1; 2g is an elementary class if and only if T has the denable multiplicity
property. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 03C45
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1. Introduction
Given a complete theory T with quantier elimination in a language L, we consider
the (incomplete) theory T = T [f\ is an automorphism"g in the language L[fg.
For M a model of T, and 2Aut(M) we call  a generic automorphism of M if
(M; ) is an existentially closed model of T. A general problem is to nd necessary
and sucient conditions on T (related to the behaviour of denability in models of T )
for the class of existentially models of T to be elementary, namely to be the class of
models of some rst-order theory in L. This rst-order theory, if it exists, is denoted
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TA, and it is the model companion of T. So we will say \TA exists" in place of \the
class of existentially closed models of T is elementary".
This kind of problem has been looked at in various other model-theoretic contexts.
For example, Poizat [8] studied the theory Tpairs of elementary pairs of models of a
stable theory T, and (assuming T has QE) what he actually did is to show that Tpairs
has a model companion i T does not have the nite cover property. In [2] the theory
TP of T with a new predicate P was considered, and it was pointed out that TP has a
model companion i T eliminates the \there exist innitely many" quantier.
Finding a clean characterization of when TA exists for arbitrary T seems to be a
dicult problem. Generic automorphisms in the sense of this paper were rst studied
by Lascar [6]. The work of Chatzidakis and Hrushovski [1] on the case where T
is the theory ACF of algebraically closed elds renewed interest in the topic. They
gave an elegant axiomatization of ACFA (following earlier work by Macintyre). In
[2] it was proved that if T is stable and TA exists then every completion of TA is
simple. It was also observed that for any totally transcendental theory T of modules, TA
exists. Hrushovski (unpublished) observed that DCFA exists, where DCF is the theory
of dierentially closed elds of characteristic 0. This was recently extended to the
positive characteristic case (namely the case where T is the theory of separably closed
elds) by Chatzidakis. Note that all T considered above are stable. We conjecture that
TA does not exist if T is unstable. This was proved by the rst author in [5] for the
case of unstable T without the independence property, as well as for some other cases
including the random graph. In this paper, we study the characterization problem in the
case where T is strongly minimal. We conjecture that TA exists if and only if T has
the \denable multiplicity property" (DMP) (meaning that Morley degree is denable).
The right to left implication is well known (and is actually given by the proof in [1]
that ACFA exists). It is the left to right implication which is the problem. In Section 3
we prove the conjecture assuming that T is a nite cover of a strongly minimal theory
which does have the DMP. (So in a sense our paper is a modest contribution to the
theory of nite covers.) Working with several automorphisms (i)i2I turns out to be
easier, and in Section 2 we prove that if jI j>1, then T(i)i2I has a model companion
if and only if T has the DMP.
We will discuss the DMP (for strongly minimal theories) below. It was asked in
[3] whether any strongly minimal theory is a nite cover of a strongly minimal theory
which has the DMP. (Equivalently, given strongly minimal D is there a strongly min-
imal D0 in Deq which has the DMP?) So a positive answer to this question, together
with the results of this paper would yield a positive solution of the main conjecture.
As pointed out in [3] ACF has the DMP. Also there are examples (reproduced below)
of strongly minimal T without the DMP.
For the remainder of this paper T will denote a strongly minimal theory with quan-
tier elimination in a language L. We will work in a saturated model M of T. a; b; c;
etc. denote nite tuples from M and A; B; C; etc., small subsets of M . x; y; : : : denote
nite tuples of variables unless we say otherwise.
The following denition appears rst in [3].
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Denition 1.1. T has the denable multiplicity property if whenever (x; a) has Morley
rank n and Morley degree k then there is a formula  (y)2 tp(a=;) such that whenever
j=  (a0) then (x; a0) has Morley rank n and Morley degree k.
Remark 1.2. (i) In any strongly minimal theory; we have denability of Morley rank:
for any n and (x; y)2L there is  (y)2L such that; for all c; (x; c) has Morley rank
n i j=  (c). Moreover, there is some nite bound to the Morley degree of (x; c)
(for c satisfying  (y)).
(ii) In [3] it is pointed out that (strongly minimal) T has the DMP i the right hand
side of 1.1 holds for the case (x; a) is strongly minimal (Morley rank and degree 1).
Moreover, using this fact it is quite easy to see that T has the DMP if and only
if whenever M is a model and tp(b=M) has Morley rank 1 then there is a strongly
minimal formula (x; a)2 tp(b=M) and  (y)2 tp(a=;) such that whenever a0 satises
 then (x; a0) is strongly minimal.
Cases (i), (ii) and (iv) in the next lemma are in [3].
Lemma 1.3. (i) Let T 0 be an expansion of T by adding some constants. Then T has
the DMP i T 0 has the DMP.
(ii) Suppose T has the DMP. Let X be some strongly minimal set living in M eq ;
denable with parameters a. View X as a structure whose relations are the subsets
of X n a-denable in M . Then Th(X ) has the DMP.
(iii) Let X be a strongly minimal set living in M eq. Suppose X has the DMP
viewed as a structure in its own right. Then X has the DMP inside M in the sense
that whenever x is a tuple of variables ranging over elements of X; and (x; c) has
Morley rank n and Morley degree 1 for some c2 M then the same is true for (x; c0)
whenever c0 satises a suitable formula over ; in M .
(iv) There are strongly minimal structures M; D where M is a \nite cover" of
D; D has the DMP but M does not have the DMP.
Proof. (i) is routine using denability of types, (ii) is straightforward, and (iii) is also
easy using denability of types (over X ). (iv) To say that M is a nite cover of D
means that there is a denable equivalence relation E on M all of whose classes are nite,
such that D=M=E (with all induced structure). The example is due to Hrushovski [3].
Let D be a vector space over the rationals, with some nonzero element a named:
D=(V; 0;+; a). Let M be the 2-cover Df0; 1g of D (so the projection map  :M !D
is denable), equipped also with the function f :M !M , where f(v; i)= (v + a; i).
Then for any v2D, f(x; y)2M M : (y)= (x)+vg is a set of Morley rank 1 which
has Morley degree 1 just if v is not an integral multiple of a.
The following appears in [3]. We give a proof for completeness.
Remark 1.4. Suppose T is (locally) modular. Then M=E has the DMP for some equiv-
alence relation E (denable with nite classes).
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Proof. If T is trivial, then it is rather easy to see that T has the DMP already.
Otherwise, by [4] (see also [7]), a strongly minimal group G is denable in M eq. Name
the parameters over which G is dened, and consider G with the induced structure. G
is also locally modular, so 1-based, hence every strongly minimal subset of G  G
is, up to nitely many elements, a translate of an acl(;)-denable strongly minimal
subgroup of G  G. It clearly follows that G has the DMP. Now, G and M are
nonorthogonal. So after adding some parameters, there is a denable nite-to-nite
relation R(x; y) M G. Dene E on M by E(x1; x2) i for all y2G, R(x1; y) i
R(x2; y). Then all classes of E are nite, and M=E is in denable bijection with a
strongly minimal set X in Geq. By 1.3, X has the DMP.
Fact 1.5. If T has the DMP then TA exists.
Proof. The following is left to the reader (the trick of reducing to formulas of the
form  (x; (x)) is taken from [1]):
Claim. Let (M; ) j=T. Then (M; ) is an existentially closed model of T i when-
ever N M is an elementary extension of M; a; b are tuples from N such that
tpL(b=M)= (tpL(a=M)) and  (x; y) is a L-formula with parameters from M true
of (a; b) then there is c2M such that M j=  (c; (c)).
Now consider the following conditions on a model (M; ) of T:
Whenever 1; 2;  (x; y) are L-formulas over M with the properties:
(i) 1(x) and 2(y) both have Morley rank m and Morley degree 1, and  (x; y)
has Morley rank m+ r, and M j=  (x; y)!1(x)^2(y),
(ii) for any b satisfying 1(x);  (b; y) has Morley rank r, and for any c satisfying
2(y),  (x; c) has Morley rank r,
(iii) (1(x))=2(x) up to a formula of Morley rank <m,
then there is a2M such that M j=  (a; (a)).
It is not dicult to see, using the claim, that (M; ) satises the conditions above
just if (M; ) is existentially closed. On the other hand, as T has the DMP, the above
conditions are expressible by a set  of L-sentences, thus the model companion of
T exists.
2. Several automorphisms
The results in this section are easy, but are useful for presenting the general method.
Let L(i)i be the language L together with new function symbols i for i<!.
T(i)i =T together with \i is an automorphism" for each i.
Lemma 2.1. If T has the DMP then T(i)i has a model companion.
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Proof. The proof of Fact 1.5 easily generalises. We rst show that (M; (i)i) is ex-
istentially closed i whenever N M ,  (x; y1; : : : ; yn) is an L-formula over M and
N j=  (b; c1; : : : ; cn) where i(tpL(b=M))= tpL(ci=M) for i=1; : : : ; n, then there is a2M
such that M j=  (a; 1(a); : : : ; n(a)).
Then we show that these conditions on M are expressible by a set of L(i)i -sentences.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that T(i)i has a model companion. Then T has the DMP.
Proof. We may assume that T is not !-categorical. Thus after naming a nite set
of parameters, every algebraically closed subset of M is innite, so an elementary
substructure. By Lemma 1.3 we can name these parameters. Let M be a model of T
and p= tp(a=M) of Morley rank 1 (and necessarily of Morley degree 1). We want a
formula (x; c) in tp(a=M) such that for all c0 satisfying a suitable formula in tp(c=;),
(x; c0) is strongly minimal. Suppose a is the nite tuple (a0; a1; : : : ; an) of elements
of M . We may assume that the ai’s are distinct, each ai =2M , and so thus the ai are
interalgebraic over M . There is no harm in adding to the tuple a a nite number
of elements in acl(M; a). Thus, we may assume that whenever (a0; a01; : : : ; a
0
n) realises
p(x0; x1; : : : ; xn) then fa01; : : : ; a0ng= fa1; : : : ; ang. Let G be the subset of Sn consisting of
those 2 Sn such that (a0; a(1); : : : ; a(n)) realises p. Note that G is a subgroup of Sn.
If G is trivial, then each ai is in the denable closure of M [fa0g, and we easily
nd the required formula. So we may assume G to be nontrivial. Note that whenever
(b0; : : : ; bn) realises p, then for any 2 Sn, (b0; b(1); : : : ; b(n)) realises p i 2G.
So we can nd a strongly minimal formula (x0; : : : ; xn; c)2 tp(a0; : : : ; an=M) such
that for any c0, if (b0; : : : ; bn) satises (x; c0) then
(i) b0 is interalgebraic with bi over c0 for each i=1; : : : ; n, and moreover any solution
of (b0; x1; : : : ; xn; c0) is a permutation of (b1; : : : ; bn), and
(ii) for each 2 Sn, j=(b0; b(1); : : : ; b(n); c0) i 2G.
Write pc for the restriction of p to c. This is a stationary type of Morley rank 1.
We introduce some notation: for an n-tuple b=(b1; : : : ; bn) and 2 Sn we let b
denote (b(1); : : : ; b(n)). Let q(y)= tp(c=;).
By assumption T(i)i has a model companion which we will call T
0. We will only
make use of 1; : : : ; m, where m is the cardinality of G.
Claim 1. Suppose M 0 is a model of T 0; c0 realises q(y) in M 0; and aclL(c0) is xed
pointwise by each of 1; : : : ; m. Then there is (b0; : : : ; bn)2M 0 satisfying (x0; : : : ; xn; c0)
such that i(b0)= b0 for each i=1; : : : ; m and for each  in G there is i=1; : : : ; m
such that (writing (b1; : : : ; bn) as b); i(b)= b.
Proof. Let (b0; b)= (b0; b1; : : : ; bn) realise the nonforking extension of pc0 to M 0jL in
M . By (ii) above, tpL(b0; b=c
0)= tpL(b0; b=c
0)=pc0 for all 2G. Write G= f1; : : : ; mg.
Dene i(b0)= b0 and i(bj)= bi(j) for j=1; : : : ; n. As each i xes c
0 and as pc0 is
stationary, it follows that each i is an L-elementary map on M 0 [fb0; b1; : : : ; bng, so
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extends to an automorphism (which we also call i) on M . As M 0 is an existentially
closed model of T(i)i , we can nd suitable (b0; : : : ; bn) in M
0. This proves the claim.
We can apply compactness to Claim 1, to nd an L-formula  (y)2 q, such that
 (y) implies (x; y) is consistent, and
() Claim 1 holds for any c0 satisfying  (in place of for any c0 realising q).
Claim 2. Suppose c0 2 M satises  (y). Let (d0; d)= (d0; d1; : : : ; dn) be a generic (not
algebraic over c0) solution of (x; c0). Then for each 2G; tp(d0; d=acl(c))= tp(d0;
d=acl(c)). Moreover, (x; c0) is strongly minimal.
Proof of Claim 2. Fix c0 2 M satisfying  . We can expand M to a model of T 0 in such
a way that acl(c0) is xed pointwise by 1; : : : ; m. So by () let (b0; : : : ; bn) be a reali-
sation of (x; c0) as in the conclusion of Claim 1. Note that b0 =2 aclL(c0) (for otherwise
each bi 2 aclL(c0) so is xed by each i). Thus, tpL(b0=aclL(c0))= tpL(d0=aclL(c0)), so
(by our assumptions on ) we may assume that b0 =d0 and fd1; : : : ; dng= fb1; : : : ; bng.
By (i) above, d= b for some 2G. By the conclusion of Claim 1, there is some
i=1; : : : ; m such that i(b0)= b0 and i(b)=d. Thus tpL(d0; d=acl(c))= tpL(b0; b=acl
(c)). Note that the conclusion of Claim 1 implies that for each 2G, tpL(b0; b=acl(c))
= tpL(b0; b=acl(c)). Thus, the same is true for (d0; d). We have proved the rst state-
ment of Claim 2. But note that we have in any case shown that there is a unique type
over acl(c) of a generic solution of (x; c0) (namely tpL(b0; b=acl(c))), so (x; c
0) is
strongly minimal.
Remark 2.3. The reader may wonder what goes wrong in the above proof if we use
only one automorphism (i.e. if we only assume that TA exists). In this case, one
can prove as in Claim 1, that whenever c0 realises q in a model M 0 of TA and 
xes acl(c0) pointwise, then for each 2G there is (b0; b)2M 0 satisfying (x; c0)
such that (b0)= b0 and (b)= b. Compactness yields for each 2G, some   2 q(y)
guaranteeing the conclusion. Let  be the conjunction of the  . All we can deduce
about M is that whenever c0 realises  then for each 2G there is a generic solution
(b0; b) of (x; c0) over c0 such that tp(b0; b=acl(c))= tp(b0; b=acl(c)). To prove strong
minimality of (x; c0) we would like to have the same (b0; b) for each . This can
be done if G happens to be abelian. So, an inductive argument (on the cardinality of
Galois groups) will yield a proof of \TA exists implies T has the DMP" as long as
\all Galois groups in M are solvable". (Explanation: by a Galois group in M we mean
the group of elementary permutations of B over A, where A is a denably closed set in
M
eq
, B=dcleq(A; b) for some b2 acleq(A), and all realisations of tp(b=A) are contained
in B.) We leave the reader to formulate and carry out the inductive argument if he or
she so wishes.
In any case, the truth of our main conjecture for T with solvable Galois groups, will
be proved by other means in the next section.
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Finally, in this section we show that the existence of a model companion for T
together with two automorphisms implies the existence of a model companion with
innitely many automorphisms. We thank Zoe Chatzidakis for proving the following
key lemma. Although we still assume T to be strongly minimal, the lemma actually
holds for any stable T.
Lemma 2.4. Let M be a model of T; and N an elementary extension of M . Let G
be a free group on some number of generators; and H a subgroup of G. Assume we
are given an action of G on M as automorphisms (namely a homomorphism from G
to Aut(M)); and an action of H on N as automorphisms extending the action of H
on M . Then there is an elementary extension N 0 of N; and an action of G on N 0 as
automorphisms; extending both the action of G on M and of H on N .
Proof (sketch). Let W be a set of coset representatives of H in G with 12W . For
w2W, we can extend wjM to an isomorphism fw between N and some elementary
extension Nw of M. We can choose the Nw to be independent over M and living in
M , and also with N1 =N and f1 the identity on N . For any element g2G, let g0
denote the unique member of W such that g=H = g0=H . Let B be the union of the Ng’s
for g2W. We will dene an action of G on B. Let g2G. fg will be an elementary
permutation of B dened as follows: for w2W, fg will be an isomorphism of Nw with
N(wg)0 dened as f(gw)0(((gw)0)−1(gw))(fw)−1.
Note this is well dened as ((gw)0)−1(gw)2H . Note also that on M, fg is just g.
Moreover, for g2W, this agrees with our existing notation. As the Nw are independent
over M, fg is an elementary permutation of B. It is routine to check that g ! fg is a
group action of G on B and that for h2H, fhjN is the given action of h on N . Let N 0
be any saturated model extending B. Let fgi : i2 Ig be free generators of G. Extend
each fgi to an arbitrary automorphism of N
0. Then this gives the required action of G
on N 0.
Corollary 2.5. Suppose that T(i)i=1;2 has a model companion. Then T(i)i<! has a
model companion.
Proof. Let G be the free group on two generators 1; 2. It is well known that the
free group on countably many generators is a subgroup H of G. Let fi : i<!g
be generators of H . Let T2 be the model companion of T1 ;2 . Let T
0 be the set of
consequences of T2 in the language L0 of T together with the i, i<!. It is enough
to prove that any model of T 0 is existentially closed. We may assume this model is
saturated, whereby we may also assume it to be the reduct of a model of T2 to the
language L0. Now apply Lemma 2.4.
Corollary 2.6. T1 ; 2 has a model companion if and only if T has the DMP.
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3. One automorphism
As before T is strongly minimal and M a saturated model of T. We will prove:
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that for some denable equivalence relation E on M with nite
classes; Th( M=E) has the DMP. Then TA exists if and only if T has the DMP.
Before proving the theorem, we give a consequence of it:
Corollary 3.2. (i) Suppose T is locally modular. Then TA exists i T has the DMP.
(ii) Suppose that all Galois groups in M are solvable. Then TA exists i T has the
DMP.
Proof. (i) is immediate from Remark 1.4 and the theorem.
(ii) It was observed by Hrushovski (see [7]) that if T is not locally modular then
for each n the group Sn embeds in some Galois group of M . So if all Galois groups
in M are solvable T has to be locally modular, so apply (i).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We only have to prove that if TA exists then T has the DMP.
Let M be our saturated model of T, D= M=E, and  : M ! D the canonical surjection.
By Lemma 1.3 we may assume that E is dened over ;. Also we may assume that
all bres of  have the same cardinality k. We are assuming that D has the DMP. As
in the proof of Proposition 2.2 we may assume that any algebraically closed subset of
M is an elementary substructure. Also by Lemma 1.3 (iii), D has the DMP when we
allow parameters from M .
Let M be a model of T, a2 M eq, and suppose tp(a=M) has Morley rank 1. We will
call this type good if there is a formula (x; c) in the type such that (x; c0) is strongly
minimal whenever consistent.
We will prove, for each n>1:
(I)n: if a1; : : : ; an are elements of D, bi is an enumeration of −1(ai) for each
i=1; : : : ; n, and tp(a1; b1; : : : ; an; bn=M) has Morley rank 1, then this type is good.
(II)n: Suppose that a0; a1; : : : ; an are elements of D, bi is an enumeration of −1(ai)
for i=1; : : : ; n, and tp(a0; a1; b1; : : : ; an; bn=M) has Morley rank 1, then this type is good.
The proof will be by induction, and in the form of a few lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. (I)1 holds.
Proof. Note that tp(a1; b1=M) does not fork over ;. Hence, we can choose a strongly
minimal formula (x; y; c) in tp(a1; b1=M) with c2 acleq(;).
Lemma 3.4. (I)n implies (II)n.
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Proof. We may assume that each of a0; a1; : : : ; an are not in M , and thus are in-
teralgebraic over M . Let d0 be an enumeration of the set of conjugates of a0 over
M [fa1; : : : ; ang. So tp(d0; a1; b1; : : : ; an; bn=M)= q has Morley rank 1 and it is enough
to prove that this type is good. Recall the notation: for any k-tuple b=(b1; : : : ; bk) and
any g2 Sk , bg is the k-tuple (bg(1); : : : ; bg(k)). G be the subgroup of (Sk)n, consisting
of those g=(g1; : : : ; gn) such that tp(d0; a1; (b1)g1 ; : : : ; an; (bn)gn) realises q. We may
assume that G is nontrivial. Let (z0; x1; y1; : : : ; xn; yn; c) be a formula in q such that
for any c0, if (−; c0) is consistent, then
(i) (−; c0) implies that yi is an enumeration of −1(xi) for i=1; : : : ; n.
(ii) 9y1; : : : ; yn((−; c0)) is strongly minimal (as D has the DMP).
(iii) If (d00; a
0
1; b
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n; b
0
n) is any solution of (−; c0) then the set of (g1; : : : ; gn)
2 (Sk)n such that (d00; a01; (b01)g1 ; : : : ; an; (b0n)gn) is also a solution of (−; c0) is
precisely G.
(iv) 9z0((−; c0)) is strongly minimal (by assumption (I)n).
Claim 1. There is  (w)2 tp(c=;) such that for any c0 satisfying  and for any g2G
there is a generic solution (d00; a
0
1; b
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n; b
0
n) of (−; c0) which has the same strong
type over c0 as (d00; a
0
1; (b
0
1)g1 ; : : : ; a
0
n; (b
0
n)gn).
Proof of Claim 1. For xed g2G, we nd  g as in the proof of Claim 1 in the proof
of Proposition 2.2, using now the existence of TA. Let  be the conjunction of the  g
for g2G.
Claim 2. Whenever c0 realises  (w), and (d00; a
0
1; b
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n; b
0
n) is a generic (nonalge-
braic over c0) solution of (−; c0), then for each (g1; : : : ; gn)2G, (d00; a01; (b01)g1 ; : : : ; a0n;
(b0n)gn) has the same strong type over c
0 as (d00; a
0
1; b
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n; b
0
n).
Proof of Claim 2. Let c0 realise  , M a model containing c0 and let (d00; a
0
1; b
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n;
b0n) be a generic solution of (−; c0) over M . Let g2G. Let (d000 ; a001 ; b001 ; : : : ; a00n ; b00n )
be a generic solution of (−; c0) over M given by Claim 1 (for g). By (iv) we may
assume that a00i = a
0
i and b
00
i = b
0
i for i=1; : : : ; n. The tuple d
00
0 will then be a permutation
of the tuple d00. Now, tp(d
00
0 ; a
0
1; (b
0
1)g1 ; : : : ; a
0
n; (b
0
n)gn =M)= tp(d
00
0 ; a
0
1; b
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n; b
0
n=M), so
the same is true with d00 in place of d
00
0 .
Claim 3. Let c0 realise  . Then (x; c0) is strongly minimal.
Proof. Fix a generic solution (d00; a
0
1; b
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n; b
0
n) of (−; c0). We must show that any
other generic solution of (−; c0) has the same strong type over c0. So choose any other
generic solution. By (ii) above we may assume this is of the form (d00; a
0
1; b
00
1 ; : : : ; a
0
n; b
00
n ).
By (iii) above there is g=(g1; : : : ; gn)2G such that b00i =(b0i)gi for each i=1; : : : ; n.
By Claim 2, we complete the proof.
Claim 3 completes the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma 3.5. (II)n implies (I)n+1.
Proof. As the proof is almost identical to that of the previous lemma we will be brief.
We are given tp(a0; b0; a1; b1; : : : ; an; bn=M) which has Morley rank 1 and we must
prove it is good. As before we may assume that the ai =2 M and so are interalgebraic
over M . By induction hypothesis (i) tp(a0; a1; b1; : : : ; an; bn=M) is good. By Lemma 3.3,
(ii) tp(a0; b0=M) is good. Let G be the subgroup of (Sk)n consisting of those (g1; : : : ; gn)
such that q= tp(a0; b0; a1; (b1)g1 ; : : : ; an; (bn)gn =M)= tp(a0; b0; a1; b1; : : : ; an; bn=M). So, by
(i) and (ii) we can nd a formula (x0; y0; x1; y1; : : : ; xn; yn; c)2 q such that (iii) when-
ever (−; c0) is consistent, then 9y0((−; c0)) is strongly minimal, and 9x1; y1; : : : ; xn;
yn((−; c0)) is strongly minimal, and (iv) whenever (a00; b00; a01; b01; : : : ; a0n; b0n; c0) then
for g2 (Sk)n, j= (a00; b00; a01; (b01)g1 ; : : : ; a0n; (b0n)gn ; c0) i g2G. As in Claim 1 in the pre-
vious lemma, using the fact that TA exists, we can nd  (w)2 tp(c=;) such that (v)
whenever c0 realises  (w), and g2G there is a generic solution (a00; b00; a01; b01; : : : ; a0n; b0n)
of (−; c0) which has the same strong type over c0 as (a00; b00; a01; (b01)g1 ; : : : ; a0n; (b0n)gn).
Claim. Let c0 realise  and let (a00; b
0
0; a
0
1; b
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n; b
0
n) be a generic solution of
(−; c0) over a model M containing c0. Then for each g2G, tp(a00; b00; a01; (b01)g1 ; : : : ; a0n;
(b0n)gn =M)= tp(a
0
0; b
0
0; a
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n; b
0
n=M).
Proof of Claim. Pick g2G, and let (a000 ; b000 ; a001 ; b001 ; : : : ; a00n ; b00n ) be a generic solution of
(−; c0) over M as given by (v) above. By (iii), we may assume that a000 = a00 and
a00i = a
0
i , b
00
i = b
0
i for i=1; : : : ; n. Now, note that the tuple b
00
0 is a permutation of b
0
0. So
as tp(a00; b
00
0 ; a
0
1; (b
0
1)g1 ; : : : ; a
0
n; (b
0
n)gn =M)= tp(a
0
0; b
00
0 ; a
0
1; b
0
1; : : : ; a
0
n; b
0
n=M) the same is true
with b00 in place of b
00
0 , proving the claim.
Finally, as in the proof of Claim 3 in the previous lemma, we see using (iii), (iv) and
the Claim, that for any c0 realising  (w), (−; c0) is, if consistent, strongly minimal.
This proves the lemma.
Lemmas 3.3{3.5 show that (I)n holds for all n. Clearly then, T has the DMP,
yielding Theorem 3.1.
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